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ABSTRACT
Japan has a lot of rain, and main factor of landslide disaster is heavy rainfall. Therefore, we
need to exercise more caution to disaster that is caused by heavy rain after earthquake as a complex
disaster. First, in this study, we examined the system that provides landslide disaster information by
considering landslide disasters that occurred after 2011 Tohoku earthquake. And then, we clarify the
topographical condition of collapse location from the past slope failures caused by rain after
earthquake (1995 Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake). Finally, result of trial calculation system for slope
failure potential based on amount of rainfall and Digital Elevation Model (DEM) by using iPad and
other mobile device that are becoming rapidly popular is reported.

1. INTRODUCTION
In this study, author is purposing to develop information system that supports local
government and residents to prevent and reduce landslide disaster that will occur after the 2011
Tohoku earthquake. Especially when we consider the frequency of natural disaster occurrence, more
attention has to be paid with complex disaster at the time of heavy rain after earthquake. Presently
information system has some faults in accessing and transferring the information over interaction
among earthquake and rain, over the usage of real-time informations, and over the fragmentation of
information sharing between local government and residents. Recently, as information provision from
real-time observation through internet and iPad is becoming popular, releasing real-time information
to residents from local government by effective way is thought to be valid to reduce disaster. In this
study, improved information system that contains calculation of risk assessment, evacuation
instructions and damage situation informations against landslide disaster is developed.

2. LANDSLIDE DISASTER INFORMATION SYSTEM
Figure 1 shows a flow of the landslide disaster information system. It is constructed to be
supportive mutually between local government and residents to prevent and reduce landslide disaster.
In this study, by using slope failure potential assessment method (Okimura et al., 1985) and
information transfer technique, landslide disaster information can be easily shared and handled by
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wide range of user such as from one of a staff member of local government to one of a community
resident.
Blue parts are the system that is presently processed for implementation. Red parts are the
system that is newly developed in this study. Connection of these systems improves the ability to
prevent landslide disaster. In the future, by providing information of collapse risk of slopes that are
found in neighbourhood at a time by this system, we can develop this information system to support
the local government and residents to share landslide disaster informations that are likely to be
fragments. It can also support government to mind the hazard area to reconstruct in normal situation,
residents to take independent judgment when it is cautioned, and fire headquarters and police
department to decide and make quick action at a time of disaster.
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Figure 1. Flow of landslide disaster information system

3. LANDSLIDE RISK ASSESSMENT CONSIDERING INTERACTION OF
RAINFALL AND EARTHQUAKE
Considering frequency of natural disaster occurrence, we need to pay more attention on
disaster caused by heavy rain after earthquake. Taking Kobe city for example, it was suffered by
landslide disaster in 1938, 1961, 1967, and Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake in 1995 had brought
landslide disaster in Rokko mountain area. However, earthquake affects not only the landslide, but it
also expands the size of collapse with heavy rain, and triggers new destructions. In this study, slope
failure potential is not examined separately in either heavy rain disaster or earthquake disaster, but we
study it as a complex disaster caused by both heavy rain and earthquake. First of all, we focused on
the past landslide disaster caused by heavy rain and earthquake in Kobe city. Based on the stability
analysis after confirming distribution map of the collapse and their topographic characteristics in both
cases, we developed a risk assessment method for a complex disaster caused by heavy rain and
earthquake by adding distribution of location of catchment and seismic force that are set by DEM.
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3.1 Relation between geographic data calculated by DEM and slope failure caused by rainfall
after earthquake
The tendency of slope failure is examined by summarizing relation between slope inclination,
slope direction and slope figure that are calculated by 50m-DEM with the database of landslide that
occurred in 1967 heavy rain disaster in Kobe and 1995 Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake.
In Kobe city, government is making distribution map of slope failures that occurred in
Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake and other slope failures caused by rain afterward. Based on this
distribution map, database of actual slope failure location is constructed. Then altitude, slope
inclination and slope figure of the location where collapsed with rain are calculated by 50m-DEM, we
figured out the type of location that has slope failure potential by comparing condition of slopes that
collapsed with rain after Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake.
3.1.1 Altitude
Figure 2 shows relation between altitude and mesh that has collapsed at 1967 Kobe disaster,
1995 Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake, and at rainfall after the earthquake. At the time of earthquake
happened, 89% slopes collapsed at altitude of 200-600m. However, there are more collapse at altitude
of 400-700m. This shows that slope failure caused by earthquake is occurred upside of mountains and
the slopes affected by the earthquake had collapsed by rain afterward.
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Figure 2. Collapse distribution in altitude at 1967 heavy rain disaster in Kobe, 1995 Hyogoken-Nanbu
earthquake and other slope failure caused by rain afterward
3.1.2 Slope inclination
Figure 3 shows that collapse frequency calculated with different slope inclination by the data
of 1995 Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake and other slope failures caused by rain after the earthquake.
This shows that the largest number of slope failure is occurred at the slope inclination of 30～40゜.
As it stated before, the largest number of slope failure occurred at slope inclination of 15～35゜when
it rains, therefore, rain possibly cause the slope failure at steep that was affected by earthquake.
However, slope failure is observed at the slope inclination of less than 25゜as well.
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Figure 3. Distribution of the slope failures caused by rain at 1995 Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake and
other collapses caused by rain afterward
3.1.3 Slope figure
Figure 4 shows that frequency of collapse that are caused by rain after 1967 heavy rain
disaster in Kobe and 1995 Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake in different slope figures. This shows that
30% valley type slopes had collapsed. And this also means that there is a same tendency for the valley
type slopes to collapse easily by rainfall after earthquake. However, 47% ridge type slopes had
collapsed. It is considered that rainfall afterward caused those collapses of slopes that are affected by
earthquake but don’t to reach to collapse at that time.
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Figure 4. Distribution of slope figure that collapsed at 1967 heavy rain disaster in Kobe, HyogokenNanbu earthquake and other collapses caused by rain afterward
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3.2 Method for slope failure potential assessment
3.2.1 Analysis model of slope stability
Failures of mountain slopes are markedly affected by topography. In particular, slope
inclination, catchment area and a depth of potential failure layer strongly affects the failures. This
slope failure prediction method is based on Okimura’s model (Okimura et al., 1985). It is combination
of Simons method (Simons et al., 1978) and Kwatani method (Kawatani, 1981). Simons method is
based on the stability analysis of infinite slope. Kwatani method is based on the system of
concentration of ground water calculated by Darcy’s low.
The groundwater level in a potential failure zone is analyzed based on the seepage flow theory. The
basic Equations are given as
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in which h : apparent groundwater level at the center of mesh(m), q : flow volume pre unit width per
unit time(m2/h), I : hydraulic gradient, r : effective rainfall intensity(m/h), k : hydraulic
conductivity(m/h), λ: effective porosity. Subscripts x and y show the directions.
The groundwater level, h, from Equations. (1), (2) and (3) is obtained using the finite
difference method with a rectangular mesh that measures 50m per side. Infinite slope stability
analysis is often used for these failure stability analyses method in mountainous areas because the
depths of these failures are very shallow compared to the lengths, and the slip surfaces appear as
planes. The stability analysis of an infinite slope is performed based on the following Equations
(Figure 5).
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in which F : safety factor, c : soil cohesion(KPa), φ : internal friction angle of the soil(degrees),
rt : unit weight of the soil(kN/m3), rw : unit weight of the water(kN/m3), H : height of the soil layer
above the bedrock surface(m), h : height of the groundwater above the bedrock surface at the center of
mesh(m), α : slope inclination(degrees), K : lateral seismic coefficient, Y : potential failure.
The groundwater level can be obtained hourly from the proposed groundwater movement
model. Therefore, the level at time t is expressed as h(t) Hence, the potential failure in Equation. (5)
also is assumed to be a function of time, Y(t).
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Figure 5. Infinite slope model for a stability analysis

3.2.2 Example of slope failure potential assessment
By analysing groundwater catchment model and analysis formula of slope stability based on
the topography data, Figure 6 shows that hazard map of slope failure in eastern Kobe city that will
be caused by rain(380 mm) after earthquake. Soil mechanical property for Rokko granite area is
obtains from Okimura soil investigations report (Okimura, 1982). Cohesion coefficient c for water
penetrated granite soil (wet soil) is 30% lower than the dry soil (Komamura, 1988) and it is 2/3 for the
saturated soil. Each mesh indicates that slope of its failure potential Y exceeds over 1.0. This
indicated that hazard mesh with rainfall after earthquake in the target area exceeds twice as much as
the mesh when it normally rains.
However, more examination is necessary about application and usage of the data because
there are less study with less examples about the slope failure either caused by rain before earthquake
and rain after earthquake.

Hazard mesh by rainfall (Potential failure Y > 1.0)
Hazard mesh considering earthquake influence
(Potential failure Y > 1.0)
Figure 6. Slope failure prediction considering earthquake and rainfall (50m wide of contour line)

4. DEVELOPMENT OF REAL-TIME CALCULATION SYSTEM FOR LANDSLIDE
DISASTER INFORMATION
Connecting to rain observation system of local government that was developed in 3.2, realtime calculation system for landslide disaster is developed. Figure 7 shows that the real-time landslide
disaster information system that was developed in this study. This system is developed by using
mobile device (iPad). There are two display windows. The second window shows altitude, inclination,
6
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slope direction and slope figure. It also can show groundwater level and assessment result of slope
failure potential based on real-time data of rainfall (Figure 7 upper right) and topography data from
DEM(Figure 7 bottom ). Moreover, assessment result can be reflected on Google Map of the first
window.
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Figure 7. Example of display of Real-time landslide infromation system using mobile divice (iPad)
For the past eight cases of slope failure in Akita city that were reported with time of their
occurence, actual location and time of collapse are examined by predicting real-time slope failure
potential based on 10m mesh DEM. Figure 8 shows the result of predicton of real-time slope failure
potential. Risk can be determined for 7 cases out of 8 (87.5%) because risk level exceeds over 1.0
around 20-15 hours before the collapse. However, for other 1 case (12.5%), risk level stays less than
1.0 till the time of collapse so that risk couldn’t be determined. Time accuracy about slope failure
prediction is categorised in 3 cases that are; 1. Time accuracy is good as difference of time of
occurrence is less than 5 hours (4 locations). 2. Time accuracy is not so good as it is more than 6
hours (3 locations). 3. Prediction of collapse is not available (1 location). About the case 1, location
of collapse has big water catchment and inclination of slope. Risk of collapse exceeds 1.0 four hours
before it happened. Therefore, about the collapse with over 20mm rainfall per hour is thought to be
highly predictable. About the case 2, water catchment of the location of the collapse is big and is also
valley type slope. Rainfall was 10mm per hour and it maintained raining for 20 hours. Because of this,
groundwater level grew so quickly, risk level is thought to be exceed 1.0 12 hours earlier than the
actual collapse. However, risk level grows along with amount of rainfall, input value of the data

which is as soil texture for the risk prediction is thought to be estimated lower than the actual value.
About the case 3, because the top edge of the slope is going gently flat, location of collapse is steep
but small in area for water catchment. We think that the stability assessment model, that we used in
this study, has difficulty to evaluate for the kind of location of collapse.
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Change observed with Collapse location, amount of rain and risk in time
Figure 8. Example of prediction for slope failure potential

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, author is purposing to develop information system that supports local government
and residents to prevent and reduce landslide disaster that will occur after the 2011 Tohoku earthquake.
The slope failure information system in this study has a certain level of accuracy about indicating
distribution of the area that has slope failure potential, however, it has some fails in accuracy to
calculate occurrence of slope failure or time of collapse. Slope failure is occurred in variety of styles,
so the additional examination for its usage and validity are necessary. However, improving accuracy
of the system to predict slope failure potential may develop the basic technic that supports residents to
make independent judgement for risk that was used to be impossible before. Moreover, we want to
make scenario for disaster countermeasure based on cooperating action on disaster information and
consider its application to the local disaster prevention planning.
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